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If you value things that smell great please read this book This book isn't the be all about these chemicals nonetheless it
sure is an excellent start I wasn't shocked because I have already been interested in the more natural products for
years. Unfortunately, half folks will won't accept the truth and "blame" other people for our complications.The rude,
aggressive intrusion of perfumes is getting universal. Extremely informative! Anyhow, I too are extra sensitive to
chemicals, also in foods. Ghanian Black Soap is usually my staple, and I make my very own skin scrubs using natural
coconut oil, natural shea butter, and natural cane sugar. Perfumes stink. This book raises the urgent issue of intrusion,
pollution, and invasive damage from perfumes. Interesting info!Perfume adverts have brainwashed visitors to reverse
good manners- Perfume is always intrusive, rude and aggressive.Perfumes are rude, filthy, aggressive, polluting,
damaging, harmful, and totally unacceptable. Fragrant Ilness Ahead. Exposes the Fragrance Sector, and the potential for
toxic harm to individuals from volatile chemicals MCS explained. Great useful book for everybody. Absolutely awesome
and educational Reserve. I've spoken against all of the perfumed scents and cleaners constantly and my phrases
seemed always to fall on deaf ears. Given the fact that perfumes perform no bear caution labels, I wrote this book in
hopes to teach people about the reality behind an industry that has no respect for health insurance and a federal
government that condones it. however, people will react to me, "Oh, I love that." If you read the genuine truth uncovered
in Connie Pitts' book, you will help clean the atmosphere we all breathe. Those sents really perform belong in the toxic
waste dump as she says. Just how many people had to die from smoking cigarettes and asbestos before those products
had been finally touted. As certainly as the Germans used the gas chambers to eliminate, so does the fragrance market.
they are willing to let thousands die and cost medical health insurance mega thousands, individual costs skyrocket,
discomfort and suffering continue to perpetuate the sale of the poison odors! Perfumes are *not* made from natural
resources, nor are they secure, as falsely advertised to be.I did choose the book on Amazon! Obtain a Whiff of This by
Connie Pitts A must read. Obtain a Whiff of This People have been putting on perfumes and using many other scented
products for decades. They contain a huge selection of deleterious chemicals, having maimed and disabled thousands of
people -- folks of all ages. Go through this book, please, then help expose the true truth about the scents poisoning our
atmosphere. What transformed? All scents of every kind make me instantly ill;Shame on our authorities. You and you
kids deserve much better. Perfumes are only nice if you appreciate slathering yourself in greasy petrochemicals,
neurotoxins, hazardous waste and nearly 100 carcinogens, just to mention some of their products' contents. Get a Whiff
of This will enlighten you to the truth. Personally, I wish someone could have informed me years ago, as I'm a former
perfume user. Everybody should go through this book Excellent book right on target. Scents is normally a multi-billion
dollar business and government agencies do not desire to speak out against constituents desires; At least we understood
what Zyclon contained, scented items don't have even to label the ingredients. Please read my publication and demand
safer items. I would love because of this publication to be advertised on Television. There are lists of chemical
substances that are used plus some ideas what to get items without scents, but it isn't for those who have Multiple
Chemical substance Sensitivities we need to be even more careful about elements. The issue is that half of us create
disease in our bodies from eating the incorrect foods or using the incorrect "beauty" products. Products like perfumes,
aftershaves, deodorants, body creams, and sprays are so poisonous to the body's natural equilibrium. Wonderful and
Frank Wonderful book full of truth, and don't of course you like those books? Man oh Guy how that could cause some
controversy amongst the big pharma companies who dish out all this poisonous crap! actually, when I earn big on the
lottery or sell more than enough of my own books, I'll sponsor Connie in any which way she'd love to market her
publication. Most people don't think much about the consequences of synthetic fragrances. I take advantage of soap on
my hair, body, and encounter, and Neem cream moisturiser from The Neem People. That is very important information
and very helpful. It's wonderful and my epidermis smells lush. Natural important oils fragrance my house, and I have
halted using Mr Muscle mass and Cillit Bang and simply use basic drinking water and 10-20 drops of lemon and lime
essential oils.
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